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Students are encouraged by the cultural committee to express the beauty of colors, enjoy the 

melody in sounds, and wonder at the rhythm and symmetry of shapes. Various arts can make 

them aesthetically alive. In order to help them learn how to dance gracefully, experience the joy 

of music and create abstract emotions. When it comes to extracurricular activities, the cultural 

committee is the one that comes to mind in Vivekananda Institute of Technology. 

 

1. Cultural Events for VIBHIN2K23 
 

The Cultural festival is organized to encourage students and staff to exhibit their talent on 

various cultural events. The cultural Events for VIBHIN2K23 was inaugurated on 3rd July 2023 

by the Cultural Chief Co-ordinator Dr. Shaila K, Prof., Department of Electronics and 

Communication and Placement Officer. Various cultural events were conducted from 3rd July 

2023. Department fest combined with ethnic day was arranged on July 6th, 2023, must have been 

an incredible convergence of academic brilliance and cultural vibrancy! This event is a 

department fest featuring an ethnic day sounds like a beautiful fusion of cultural celebration and 

academic enthusiasm! Followed by Flash Mob. This combination likely offered a vibrant display 

of diversity, with students and faculty showcasing not only their academic prowess but also their 

rich cultural heritage. The students participated in various events like Dancing, Singing, Nail Art, 

Fashion Show, Rangoli, Photography, Logo designing, Twinning day, Dumbshurds, Drawing, 

Treasure Hunt, Face Painting,  Photo collage, monoacting. Moon white and so on. 

 

     



 

 

                                             

  

Inaugural Photos of the Cultural Fest 

 

 



 

Cultural Events conducted for VIBHIN-2K23  

The following events were planned by the cultural committee for the academic year 2022-

23 : 



 

 

 

2. Annual Technical Fest Scimagination 2K23 

The technical talents of students were being showcased during the annual technical fest, 

Scimagination 2K23. The annual Technical fest, Scimagination 2K23 was inaugurated by the 

Principal Dr. D V Chandrashekar. The students participated in various technical events like 



 

fuson, CAD Quest, CAED War, Art Tech, Tech Wiz, Find-Fit-Finish, Quiz Buzzie etc.. The 

students who have won in the event are recognized by giving Certificatess and Prizes. 

Annual Technical Fest – Scimagination 2K23 conducted for VIBHIN-2K23 

  

     

  



 

  

The ethnic day aspect might have included colorful displays of traditional attire, music, dance 

performances and perhaps even culinary delights from various regions or countries. Pairing this 

cultural celebration with the department fest would have created a unique and inclusive 

atmosphere, fostering a sense of unity and appreciation for different traditions while still 

highlighting the academic achievements and innovations within the specific field of study. It's a 

wonderful way to celebrate both cultural heritage and academic excellence in one joyous event. 

Dussehra was celebrated by Basic Science and Humanities department, Sri Ramanavami was 

celebrated by Department of Computer Science and Engineeering, Information Science and 

Engineering, Artificial and Machine Learning. Department of Electronics and Communication 

Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Civil Engineering celebrated Ganesha festival. 

 

Department Fest organised for VIBHIN-2K23 

 

 



 

   



 

 

3. VIBHIN-2K23 
 

VIBHIN 2K23 was held on 6th of September 2023. The Chief Guests of the day were Sri. S T 

Somashekar Gowda MLA, Yashvanthpur, Bangalore Constituency and Sri. H C Balakrishana 

President, MLA, Magadi Constituency, Sri. S T Narayana Gowda Vice President JES, Sri H G 

Balagopal Secretory JES, Sri. I Narayana Reddy Joint Secretory, Sri. N Nagaraju Treasurer,JES, 

Sri.Harish Appa Reddy Internal Auditor, JES, Sri K P Muthaiah Director, VKIT and  D V 

Chandrasekhar Principal, VKIT and all MC Members JES. After the inaugural function various 

cultural events took place like Bharatnatya, singing, solo and group singing, solo and group 

dance etc. The academic toppers were felicitated. The awards were distributed to winners in 

sports and cultural activities. The Main event for the day was Personality Contest wherein 

students participate in couple of rounds (that includes Fashion Walk, Judges Question round, 

etc.). The function ended with the DJ Night which went on till 10:30pm. 

           



 

Welcome Dance 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  

                                                                              

              Cultural Co-ordinator                                                                    Principal 

 


